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The Office of Culture of the Consell de Formentera is pleased to report that on Saturday 17
December, an evening of concerts will take place at Sa Senieta festival tent in Sant Francesc.
The programme starts at 7.00pm with Red Hot Chiki Covers, a concert by Red Hot Chili Covers
geared specially toward kids. Later, the group will return to the stage for a performance for the
general public before turning things over at 10.30pm to acclaimed Catalan group Doctor Prats.

  

Susana Labrador, councillor of culture and festivities, characterised the musical bill as offering
"something for everyone" and invited all of Formentera to join in on the fun. "These shows are
one of the first highlights of the Christmas holidays", she asserted.

  

  

Red Hot Chili Covers
Gabi Codina (drums), Gabi Diaz (vocals), Lluís Riera (bass) and Jordi Sánchez (guitar) formed
Red Hot Chili Covers, a Red Hot Chili Peppers tribute band, in 2014. With over 25 years of
show business experience in distinct musical outfits, the band put on a dynamic, forceful and
entertaining show evoking the best songs of the Californian kingpins that will celebrate their
40-year anniversary in 2023. Red Hot Chili Covers is, according to its members, "world-class
Chili Peppers, but local". Red Hot Chiki Covers, the group's early evening show, will see the
band playing a setlist of child-friendly material.
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  Doctor PratsDoctor Prats was founded in Terrassa in 2014. After four years out of the studio, in 2022 DoctorPrats returned with their fifth album, the mature and complex-free Pel cantó bo (Música Global,2022). Occupying a stylistic spectrum encompassing everything from Latinx music, EDM andreggae to pop and even hard rock, Doctor Prats take a clear step forward and explore newsonic horizons without losing touch with their roots.  9 December 2022Communications OfficeConsell de Formentera  
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